
Vehicle detection from drone videos
(08.07.2021)

Internship Number 35050

Type Master Internship Number of positions 1

Length 4-6 months

Hiring time Period 1: February - September (2022), Period 2: July - February (2021-2022), Period 3: July - September (2022)

Company informations

Company (top) Urban Transport Systems Laboratory Company (lab, dpt, ...)

Address EPFL-ENAC-INTER-LUTS URL

City 1015 Lausanne, Switzerland

Work description

Description and objectives
The intern will obtain hands-on experience of dealing with large datasets for machine vision.
The main aim is to train famous detection/segmentation DNN algorithms with videos collected from drones to detect and track vehicles.
Some more specific tasks include the identification of different modes of transport (for example cars, buses, motorcycles, bikes), feature
extraction for detected objects (vehicle colour, size, speed, etc.) using either machine learning approach or image processing method.
Project info: https://open-traffic.epfl.ch

Required skills
- Advanced skills in Python or C++
- Advanced skills in OpenCV
- Experience in Pytorch or Tensorflow is a plus
- Interest in computer vision with deep neural network
- Basic knowledge in image processing

Languages English (Advanced)

Location EPFL

Monthly salary 2500 Other benefits and/or compensation

Remark

Conditions of registration

Stages EPFL

Education EPFL E-DAF CC
Centre de Carrière
Station 20
CH - 1015 Lausanne

+41 21 693 79 72
stages@epfl.ch
stages.epfl.ch
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Masters & Domains of activity

Related masters Civil engineering, Electrical & Electronic Engineering, Microengineering, Computer science

Sustainable label

Infrastructures, industrialization and innovation (SDG 9)

Developing low-cost technologies and industries (low-tech, autonomous)

It is clear that human mobility in cities is a complex dynamical system with high density of population, many transport modes to
compete for limited available space and many operators who try to efficiently manage different parts of this system, which directly
affect quality of life. While there are huge efforts to alleviate congestion such as smart traffic lights, congestion pricing, public
transport priority, shared mobility, autonomous vehicles, congestion is still present and rigid without showing any decreasing
trends.
Emerging technologies using swarms of drones can identify the mobility interactions and provide fact-based solutions while
massively reducing costs, unlike current expensive and ineffective local-scale traffic studies that have been proved incapable.
For example, a general rule of thumb for cost of a traffic study per intersection is $3.5K but costs can go over $15K for single
intersections with a large multi-phased development. These studies do not address as many issues as a full traffic impact study
and typically take 1 week per intersection. Our technology using drones allowed us to monitor over 60 intersections for 5 working
days with a total cost of less than $30K.
It should be noted that the generalized project that this internship is part of relates directly to at least 6 of the 17 Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs)
i) Good Health and Well-Being
ii) Sustainable Cities and Communities
iii) Climate Action
iv) Decent Work and Economic Growth
v) Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure
vi) Reduced Inequalities
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